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In the low-energy region, where the hadronio mass spectrum 
is formed, quantum ohromodynamios is characterized by spontaneous 
breaking of the chiral and conformal symmetry. This leads to gene
ration of quark and g1uon condensates. The effective lagrangian 
describing strong interactions in this region must express these 
pecularities of QCD in terms of the effective degrees of freedom. 
The latter are bosonic fields. In this approach the observable mesons 
are treated as small fluctuations above chirally nonsymmetric vacuum 
while the topologically nontrivial solitons correspond to baryons. 

The aim of our work is to investigate some statio nucleon 
properties in the framework of the model obtained by the simultaneous 
conformal and chiral bosonization method/l/ • The model we consider 
is a generalization of the well-known Skyrme model 121 which takes 
into account the scalar field Gl(~) interacting with the chiral 
field U(:r.) • 

The model is defined by following expression: 
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where ~ is the pion decay constant (9J MeV) and ~ is the 
number of flavours. The magnitude of the gluon condensate parameter 
C~ = < G:v) lies within the interval or admissible values: 
[ (J00-400) 1;ev] 4 .The first and second terms are kinetic energies of 

the chiral and scalar fields.the third corresponds to the Skyrme self
interaction.The effective potential for a scalar field given by the 
last term of the Lagrangian is the extrapolation of the low-energy 
potential/)/ into the high energy region.In this extrapolation,the 
one-loop approximation to the Gell-Mann-Low QCDJB-function is used. 
The parameter C depends on the flavour number: ~ = 8AJ I OJ-2~) • 

Passing to baryonic sector we have to make some assumption 
about the form of the statio chiral and scalar fields. In particular, 
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for the chiral field we choose the Skyrme-Witten ansatz U(:c) = 
= exp { t 'irt. F(d 3 (where ~== r/t") and propose spherical 
symmetry for the scalar field 13(-::c.) • Then for the mass functional 
we have 
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In eqs. (J)-(5), the dimensionless variable X= f;·e ·t" includes 
the Skyrme parameter e equal to .2.1l in accordance w1 th eq. (I). 
For the potential factor 7>-e.H- we have '])eJJ_= Cj ~ /LJ8e~f:.r'1 
~~ =~~~ f~~~~uual lcaU~ io •ne XOllOWing System of'equations 
for F(x) and .f (x): 
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where prime corresponds to the derivative with respect to ~ • 
According to the virial theorem, the solutions should satisfy the 
following condition: .MI.f -: JU2.- 3V=O , that we use to control 
the accuracy of the numerical calculations. For small ~ we have 
F(x)"'Tl.N- d.::r. , p(x} ..... p(0)+[3xf- and for asymptotically 
large x: F(:x:.) ....... a_;x." , f(':C) ,....,. 1- b/~". There are 
nontrivial relations between the numerical coefficients ..L. and j3 

lt- and b • The boundary conditions ensure a finite mass 
functional for a given value of the topological charge = N. 
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We may quantize the rotational degrees of freedom by means of 
collective variable metho/4/ • As a result, we get the following 
expression for the nucleon mass A.fN 
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where the rotational moment of inertia is now 
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Some numerical results are given in the table, where also the mean 
square root radius of the baryon charge distribution <. r-b2. )~R- is 
shown. 
Table. Our numerical results in the generalized Skyrme model. 

In the last column the results obtained in the original 
Skyrme model are given for the same values ofF' e . 
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One can see a partial restoration of the chiral symmetry which 
appears as the big deviation of f(O) from its asymptotical value 1. 

(See the Figure). 
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The solution of the system (6) for chiral angle F(x) 
and scalar field _f (x). 
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We should like to point out that the classical and rotational 
component of the nucleon mass are much smaller here as compared 
to the original Skyrme model. 
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HHKOrraeB B.A., HoBO~.JIOB B.m., TKa4eB o.r. E4-88-536 
qaCTH4HOe BOCCTaHOB.JieHHe KHparrbHOH CHMMeTpHH 
B o6o6~eHHOH MOgerrH CKHpMa 

PaccMoTpeHa o6o6~eHHaH Mogerrb CKHpMa, KoTopaH y4HTbiBa
eT OCHOBHbJe xapaKTepHbJe CBOHCTBa KX,U /o6pa30BaHHe KBap
KOBOrO H rmoOHHOrO KOHgeHCaTOB, 6narogapH HapyrueHHIO KH
parrbHOH H KOH¢0pMHOH CHMMeTpHH/. IToKa3aHo, 4TO 3¢¢eKTHB
HbiH IIOTeHII;Ha.JI g.JIH CKaiTHPHbiX Me30HOB, IIO.Jiy4eHHbJH MeTOgOM 
ogHOBpeMeHHOH KHPaiTbHOH H KOH~OpMHOH 6030HH3a~HH B KX,U, 
cy~eCTBeHHO onpegerrHeT CTaTH4eCKHe CBOHCTBa TOIIO.JIOruqe
CKHX COITHTOHOB. TeopeTH4eCKHe 3Ha4eHHH 6apHOHHbJX Ha6mo
,o.aeMbiX 3Ha4HTe.JibHO yrryqruaiOTCH TipH 3KCTiepHMeHTaiTbHOM 3Ha
qeHHH IIHOHHOH IIOCTOHHHOH Frr B cpaBHeHHH C OpHrHHa.JibHOH 
MogerrbiO CKHpMa. 

Pa6oTa BbiTIOrrHeHa B J1a6opaTopHH TeopeTH4ecKoH ¢H3HKH 

OlliiH. 

DpenpHHT 06'he,!UfHeHHoro HHCTHTYTa R,l{epHbiX eccnel!;OBaHHH. ny6Ha 1988 
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Partial Restoration of the Chiral Symmetry 
in the Generalized Skyrme Model 

The improved Skyrme model that takes into account the 
main features of QCD (the formation of quark and gluon 
condensates due to the breaking of chiral and conformal 
symmetries) is considered. The effective potential for 
scalar mesons that was derived within the framework of 
the joint chiral and conformal bosonization method in 
QCD erucially defines the ~tatic properties of th~ topo
logical solitons. The baryon observables improve conside
rably fo~ the experimental value of the pion decay cons
tant Frr in comparison with the original Skyrme model re
sults. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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